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                                Dr. Henry "Hank" Smith III spent a lifetime saving lives through groundbreaking early heart intervention and helping guide Greensboro, North Carolina's primary healthÂ care system.
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                                â€œIt's such a full-circle moment,â€� Laila Anderson. â€œI thought it was cool that we were both the underdogs going into this. The Blues started in last place. And we weren't the top team.â€�Â 
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                                Caffeine intoxication can be life-threatening and is preventable by monitoring caffeine intake, staying hydrated and consuming caffeine responsibly.
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                                Alexis Ratcliff, an 18-year-old self-proclaimed â€œsocial butterflyâ€� and a ventilator-dependent quadriplegic, has a simple hope.
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                                The man became a walking experiment for what happens to the immune system when it is vaccinated against the same pathogen repeatedly.Â 
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                                Both are completing paperwork and the necessary procedures to be placed on a waiting list to receive a kidney transplant.
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                                Kelly Marie Wofford has spent the first two years in her latest job laying the foundation for an office designed to serve those whose circumstances make it hard to lead their best lives in terms of health and well-being.
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A viral â€œAssume That I Canâ€� video campaign starring actress Madison Tevlin is shattering stereotypes about Down syndrome.
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                                Doctors in Boston transplanted a pig kidney into a 62-year-old patient, another experiment in the quest to use animal organs in humans.
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                                For-profit groups own more than 70% of U.S. nursing homes. Industry leaders and researchers wonder whether corporations and investors can succeed where not-for-profit organizations have struggled.
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                                A Texas man who spent decades using an iron lung after contracting polio as a child has died at the age of 78.
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                                Contributor content. See what factors are contributing to the current crypto surge.Â 
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                                Content byÂ Premier Group Retail.Â Premier Wine and Spirits has made it easier than ever to find that perfect bottle for any occasion.
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                                Contributor content.Â Auto-traders are becoming a commonplace part of the crypto space, with custom AI bots using designated strategies to buy and sell crypto without direct input from the user.
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                                Contributor content. Find the best sunglasses to protect your eyes in style this spring.Â 
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